Hi,
My name is Melissa Mortenson of the Polkadot Chair blog and may&mae. For Christmas this year I wanted to make my daughter a warm and cozy lap quilt, I wanted it to be cute but I needed to make it fast! (since I always over commit myself at Christmas time!!).

All this throw takes is one layer cake and it's backed in Snuggles to make it super soft! Great for all of those cold winter days! It also makes a great project for a beginning quilter.

**Ingredients:**
1 Layer cake, I used Hunky Dory by Chez Moi  
1/2 yard fabric for binding  
Cotton Batting (I use quilters dream cotton)  
2 yds Snuggles for backing  
thread to match the Snuggles

**Garnishes (optional):**
Applique letters or machine embroidery

Original Recipe can be found at www.modabakeshop.com
Instructions:

Sort your layer cake into piles based on the predominant color. It is very important to pick out all of your layer cake pieces before you start cutting, otherwise you won’t have enough of each color to complete the pattern.

The colors I chose were pinks, creams, yellows, blues, greens.

Save out one layer cake piece that you really like (one with a large or unique print) for your center block.

Set aside 6 each of 3 different colors for your strip blocks.
Set aside 8 blocks of one of your other colors (blue in my case)
Set aside 8 blocks of your last color (green in my example)

Take your 3 strip colors of and begin cutting the layer cake pieces into strips. Cut them to 3 1/3” wide (leave them 10” tall for now).

When you are done you should have
18 pink strips
18 creams strips
18 yellow strips.

With the cream in the center, begin sewing the 3 colored strips together, taking care to vary the patterns so that you do not have 2 blocks that are exactly the same.

Press your seams to one side.
Trim your entire block to 9” x 9”
Repeat until you have 18 sewn blocks.

Take 8 blue blocks and trim them to 9x9. Do the same for your 8 green blocks, and your center feature block.

If desired applique or machine embroidered a name to the center of your center feature piece.

Begin sewing the blocks into rows using the diagram.

Press seams to one side, alternating each row (example press the seams of all of the odd rows to the right and the seams of all the even rows to the left).

When your quilt top is assembled, cut a piece of cotton batting and your Snuggles about 3” wider on each side than your quilt top.

Original Recipe can be found at www.modabakeshop.com
Using basting spray, assemble your quilt “sandwich”.

With a fabric pen/pencil (something that will wash off) draw diagonal lines on the quilt top according to the diagram above (the dashed lines are your stitching lines).

I chose to use a thread that would match the Snuggles but contrast the top of the quilt. Using a walking foot, first quilt a stitch in the ditch down the long side on each side of the center column, then once down the short side on both sides of the center row. This will stabilize your quilt to help prevent stretching as you finish quilting it. Stitch in the ditch the remaining rows/columns of the quilt. (you are quilting around each square).

Then quilt along the diagonal lines you drew.

Bind as desired.

Finished quilt measures: 42”x57” (after washing)

Yield:

1 quilt per layer cake
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